
 

Award-winning laptop, desktop, and server protection for enterprises. By applying zero trust principles WITHIN endpoints, AppGuard delivers 
better protection and lowers cyber operations. 
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Comparison of AppGuard® with 
Carbon Black® (Cb) Endpoint Security



AppGuard Carbon Black (CB) 
Preventative Protection 

Scales to Threat by Reducing Workload 

Least Labor & Skills Intensive 

One-time App Patches for Life 

Protects Mission Critical Apps from Rest of Endpoint 

AppGuard’s endpoint zero trust is simple;  
Cb’s tools require vast, ever-changing data 

Malware possibilities are infinite. Cb uses big cloud data for vast volumes and diverse types of ‘detect & react’ 
data. It includes AV signatures, file reputation hashes, application/attack-specific HIPS rules, behavior 
patterns, indicators of compromise (IOC), and more, providing IT/Sec-Ops personnel extensive information to 
read on what’s recognized. To later find what’s initially missed, Cb’s agents “stream unfiltered data” from 
endpoints to the cloud for IT/Sec-Ops to analyze alerts, hunt for what’s missed by the alerts, and finally 
quarantine and remediate compromised endpoints. Cb relies on big data to scale to the threat. But, despite 
the hope of machine learning (ML), people must be employed to utilize the data. 

AppGuard prevents malware compromises of laptops, desktops, and servers by applying zero trust principles 
within the endpoint without any data detection. Any app or utility is presumed to become harmful at any 
moment. Rather than try to detect such a transition, state, or react later, it enforces controls to restrain 
harmful actions and prevent compromise. It uses app containment to block harmful file and memory actions 
to other apps and the endpoint and uses app isolation to prevent other endpoint processes from altering or 
stealing from an isolated app or resource. AppGuard’s zero trust controls auto-adapt to app updates, patches, 
and the unknown, resulting in agents protecting hosts for months to years from known and unknown malware 
without need of policy updates.  

AppGuard is NOT a detection tool that requires armies of specialist to analyze its output. It uses adaptive and 
dynamic zero-trust methods to block malware’s intended actions rather than explicitly recognizing malware.  It 
blocks compromises in real-time and frees IT/Sec-Ops personnel throughout a cyber program to work on other 
tasks. 

AppGuard protects AOL customers;  
Cb Protection is too strenuous for ordinary laptops/desktops 

Cb’s website states that Cb Protect is to “Lock down servers, critical systems and fixed-function devices in 
highly regulated environments". Cb, McAfee, and others have re-positioned their application control products 
away from ordinary laptops and desktops. Despite various automation mechanisms, application whitelisting 
proved too difficult to set-up and maintain. 
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AppGuard, is so simple that AOL consumer customers have used it to protect their laptops and desktops for 
many years. The simplicity of AppGuard stems from its adaptiveness, particularly with its App containment. 
This patented technology works unchanged despite multiple App patches and updates. AOL and enterprise 
customers consider AppGuard as a ‘set & forget’ solution. 

AppGuard is real-time and more proactive; 
Cb is more reactive 

Cb offers extensive ‘reactive’ capabilities. CB Defense lets administrators immediately triage alerts, quarantine 
endpoints, terminate processes, react to identified lateral movement, remotely access/remediate endpoints, 
and more.  

None of that is required of IT/Sec-Ops with AppGuard. By defeating known, unknown, and advanced malware 
attacks without having to recognize malware, AppGuard is considered a preventative, proactive tool. It 
prevents endpoint compromises, including malware persistence. Its management system does not generate 
alerts for admin users to triage because its agents report what they blocked, not what they suspect.  

AppGuard’s purpose is to spare IT/Sec-Ops personnel from reactive work by blocking malware attacks in real-
time.  

AppGuard is more dynamic and adaptive; 
Cb preventative controls are like HIPS  

The complexity of HIPS inspired AppGuard development to avoid the quagmire of atomic application- and 
attack-specific rules. HIPS more or less represent another kind of data that customers can subscribe from 
vendors. Cb has written of customer experiences whereby a missed attack was followed by a customer 
implementing one or more new rules to prevent the attack next time. Like crowdsourced AV signatures and 
file reputation services, there are a number of victims before such can protect others. 

AppGuard’s endpoint zero trust uses higher level abstractions. It adapts to the endpoint changes that made 
HIPS and whitelisting onerous as well as better deal with the unanticipated. AppGuard dynamically divides an 
endpoint into many containment and isolation zones to block actions malware needs done to be successful. 
WannaCry and NotPetya illustrated the merit of this approach where agents deployed one to three years ago, 
some with no updates whatsoever, successfully defeated attacks that did so much harm despite numerous 
different vendor tools. 

AppGuard’s “block & restrain”; 
Cb’s “guess & react”  

Cb’s “unfiltered data streaming” (behavior analytics, EDR, threat hunting) is intended to detect what Cb’s 
preventative defenses miss. When no exact match to a known malicious pattern are found, Cb makes a 
statistical guess, which means there can be false negatives and false positives. Cb customers have said the 
level of false positives is high enough to compel them to have human specialists second-guess algorithms. 
Specialties must tune, investigate, remediate, restore, and report the consequences of the bad guesses.  

AppGuard does not judge good from bad or normal from abnormal. It simply blocks unacceptable actions. 
Since no guesswork is involved, AppGuard blocks or allows actions based on deterministic criteria. When no 
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such criteria exist, it restrains. For example, rather than “guess” whether a document is weaponized, or 
Microsoft Word has been hijacked, AppGuard restrains all processes resulting from Word’s operation from 
conducting unacceptable actions. This is more effective than “guessing” and requires less IT/Sec-Ops labor. 

AppGuard slashes demand for more personnel and higher skills; 
Cb increases both 

Similar to many other tools, Cb monitors and investigates vast and diverse volumes of detection and indicator 
data from multiple perspectives at different stages of malware attacks, before and after compromise. 
Analyzing infinite possibilities, it requires more tools, more personnel, and more skills every year.  
The point of applying zero trust within the endpoint is to reap better protection for less effort. Rather than 
trying to analyze everything, AppGuard’s endpoint zero trust takes the opposite approach of drastically 
reducing what needs to be monitored. It does this by avoiding the quagmire of telling good from bad and 
normal from abnormal by instead blocking those actions malware needs done. 

Customers praise AppGuard’s real-time protection effectiveness and its near set-and-forget operations. It 
defeats malware without having to detect it, resulting in better protection for less operations. With AppGuard, 
other cyber defense layers see substantially lower alert volumes because malware attacks are stopped at 
endpoints in real-time. 

AppGuard agents are undiminished from months of isolation; 
Cb’s requires continuous feeds 

Cb agents require vast amounts of current data detection in many forms. Analysts operating Cb require vast 
amounts of data from the endpoint agents to ‘react’ to what’s already happened. Any network isolation of a 
Cb agent, whether temporary or prolonged, diminishes its capabilities. This is why “unfiltered data streaming”, 
which is essential for Cb. AppGuard’s protection remains fully effective despite any network isolation. 

AppGuard is lightweight;  
Cb needs 10 to 200 times more endpoint resources 

The Cb endpoint footprint is not published. AppGuard’s install size is about 30 MB. Its CPU usage is 0.0% at 
system idle and seldom exceeds 0.1% at system active. Its memory use is only 10 MB. Given Cb’s similarity to 
many other endpoint agents, we expect its steady-state footprint is 10 to 200 times heavier. File scanning and 
analysis, which AppGuard does not do, can temporarily impact performance even more. 

AppGuard is ideal for VDI endpoint protection; 
Cb limits ‘sessions per server’ 

Cb not only has greater performance impact on individual VDI endpoints but its “streaming unfiltered data” 
will also adversely impact other VDI endpoints. ‘Streaming’ may significantly reduce the number of “I/O 
Storms” per endpoint. However, a server hosting numerous VDI sessions will consume significant bandwidth.  
AppGuard’s impact on VDI endpoints is extremely low. Its bandwidth usage is far less than Cb’s. As AppGuard 
does no AV scanning and needs no signatures of any kind, it never generates “update storms” as many AV 
tools on VDI do when end-user’s login in the morning at roughly the same time. 
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AppGuard only reports what it blocked; 
Cb transmits vast amounts of data 

Streaming data from endpoints might avoid I/O storms by spreading it out. However, Cb once wrote that it 
‘analyzes more than 200 terabytes of endpoint data on a daily basis’, ‘13 times the number of messages 
processed and 150 times the number of Google searches in the same period’. We do not have independently 
measured endpoint bandwidth statistics to characterize impact. However, we can say that AppGuard is orders 
of magnitude less, because it primarily reports what it blocked, not all it observed. 

AppGuard is one-time, universal patch;  
Cb “reacts” to exploited unpatched Apps 

From a Cb blog post, “It’s imperative to have a program in place for ongoing patching.” Cb and those operating 
it must work harder in the absence of patches. IT-Ops are always under pressure to test and implement 
patches ASAP. 

AppGuard was named for its mistrust of applications and utilities. Malware attacks use them to do harm by 
exploiting a missing patch, using a zero-day exploit, SQL injection, and more. AppGuard assumes that any 
process from an App can cause harm at any moment, dynamically containing each to block harm. AppGuard’s 
containment capability naturally adapts to App changes and the unanticipated. An unpatched App is hardly 
different from a patched one. Defining a rule to contain an App is as easy as adding a song to a playlist. IT-Ops 
personnel can implement App patches when convenient. 

AppGuard isolation allows mission critical apps to safely Run despite Malice in Rest of Server; 
Cb cannot 

If a workstation is compromised, usually only one person is disrupted. But a server disruption can impact an 
entire enterprise. Cb must quarantine, terminate, and/or restore the server, disrupting the mission critical 
App. 

AppGuard isolation protects mission critical Apps from the rest of the endpoint without having to know all 
about the other processes on it. It can even block malicious processes with root privilege. IT-Ops then has 
options available to them that other endpoint protection agents do not offer, the mission critical App can 
continue to run safely until the next maintenance window. 

AppGuard uploads no files for analysis;  
Cb does and introduces privacy and data loss risks 

To better deal with the unfamiliar, Cb agents can upload suspicious files for analysis. Users should consider 
potential data loss risks. There have been multiple reports of exposed uploaded documents. While uploading 
files for analysis improves detection, “context aware” malware is designed to elude this. Or, malware might 
simply start and remain dormant to wait-out sandbox analysis.  
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AppGuard has no need to upload files. It either prevents untrustworthy files from launching and/or ensures 
they can do no harmful actions. 

Summary: 

• AppGuard’s zero trust is like no other vendor’s endpoint protection
• AppGuard is simpler and requires far less effort to deploy, maintain, and operate
• Carbon Black provides IT/Sec-Ops personnel with vast amounts of data to defend the enterprise
• Carbon Black increases demand for more personnel, higher skills throughout a cyber program;

AppGuard frees them to do other work
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